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Palestinian pounds linked to the euro currency. This is what the economic eyes aspire to after
the Palestinian government announces the intention of economic disengagement from Israel. It
.is one of the options that are put forward in addition to resorting to the dollar or dinar
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The Palestinian government, after years of economic dependence on Israel and associated
with the Paris Economic Agreement, found itself faced with an option that might hint at an
economic

breakout

through

a

national

currency
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trading and linking it to foreign currencies marked with "strength" such as the US dollar and
the Jordanian dinar, Can the pound be pegged to a (non-global) currency, according to
?economists
The euro currency has not gained global status until now, but its monetary mass is somewhat"
low, although it is stronger than the rest of the currencies." This is confirmed by the "economic
.event" economist Nasr Abdel Karim
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The best option is to link the Palestinian pound to the dollar and not the euro, because all"
countries deal with the dollar. However, the imports and exports from abroad to Palestine are
" .mostly in dollars. They make up two-thirds of the world's money, As in the euro
As for the stability of the euro, he said: "There is always uncertainty about the ability of the

infection of the crisis to European countries (Greece, Spain, Italy), and they almost declare
" .bankruptcy Lula Intervention of the International Fund and led by Germany
Abdul Karim said in his speech that there are some European countries that seek separation
and disintegration, and this affects negatively the strength of the economy in Europe (ie the
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euro to consolidate, and specifically after the global financial crisis, in 2008, where the

.economy) and support the euro currency
The European Union has not talked about linking the Palestinian pound to the euro as an
option proposed by the government alongside other currencies, according to EU spokesman
in Palestine Shadi Osman. He pointed out that the Union usually studies the economic reality
.and its essence before resorting to any step
Economic expert Abdul Karim said that the economic relations between Palestine and the
European Union are still limited, although Europe is the biggest supporter of the Palestinian
.Authority
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